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DIGITAL ADVERTISING AND NEWS

Overview
Between 2011 and 2015, revenue from digital advertising in the United States is expected to grow by
40% and to overtake all other platforms by 2016. 1
Yet how much of that growth will go to underwrite news remains in doubt and throws into question the
financial future of journalism as audience continue to migrate online. What will happen pivots in part on
whether the news industry can move into the more lucrative areas of digital advertising, particularly
using consumer data to target ads, persuading major legacy advertisers to also advertise online and
moving into new revenue areas.
A new study of advertising in news by the Pew Research Center’s Project for Excellence in Journalism
finds that, currently, even the top news websites in the country have had little success getting
advertisers from traditional platforms to move online. The digital advertising they do get appears to be
standard ads that are available across many websites. And with only a handful of exceptions, the ads on
news sites tend not to be targeted based on the interests of users, the strategy that many experts
consider key to the future of digital revenue.
Of the 22 news operations studied for this report, only three showed significant levels of targeting. A
follow-up evaluation six months later found that two more sites had shown some movement in this
direction, but only some, from virtually no targeting to a limited amount on inside pages. By contrast,
highly targeted advertising is already a key component of the business model of operations such as
Google and Facebook.
These are some of the findings of the study, which analyzed the advertising in 22 different news
operations and 5,381 ads representing a cross section of media. Researchers compared website ads to
the advertising in legacy platforms. They also measured the level of ad customization online by having
different researchers visit the sites at the same time. In addition, the report also contains a companion
report by Professor Joseph Turow of the University of Pennsylvania's Annenberg School for
Communication that offers a primer on digital advertising.
Overall, the analysis finds that while news organizations have tried to persuade their advertisers to buy
space across multiple platforms, there was little evidence that they had succeeded. The kinds of
products and services being advertised online were quite different than in legacy platforms, and often
were seen across multiple websites. On CNN cable television, for instance, the top three advertising
categories were motion pictures and television, insurance, and telecommunications companies; on
CNN.com they were financial ads, toiletries and cosmetics, and job search.
Professor Turow notes that the absence of legacy advertisers from the Web domains may reflect a
problem. “Figuring out what they are doing instead, and why, might be a first step in trying to get some
of them back.”

1
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Among the findings:
•

In-House ads, ads selling or promoting a news organizations own products, fill more space
across these news websites than any other advertising category. Nearly a quarter, 21%, of all
the ads captured were for the news organization’s own products. The practice occurs most
among the media sectors with direct subscription sales—newspapers and magazines. At
time.com, for example, ads promoting their own products accounted for 56% of the ads
captured in the study. This practice was less common at sectors with no direct consumer
subscription, such as those from network television and cable television 2.

•

The finance industry is represented far more than any other on the news websites studied.
Ads from the financial industry numbered nearly three-times that of the next biggest category,
toiletries and cosmetics. What stood out even more was that the financial industry’s strong
presence on news Web domains is matched by a fairly limited presence in the legacy platforms.
Every sector except magazines experienced a greater portion of financial advertising on the
website than in the legacy platform. On abcnews.com these ads made up fully 45% versus 13%
in the morning and evening broadcasts studied.

•

Discount or coupon advertising such as Groupon was fairly limited. Just as the long-term
viability of discount companies has come into question, their prevalence on news websites in
limited as well. The year 2011 saw the rise of discount/coupon companies like Groupon or
Living Social, which many news organizations hoped might become a major new revenue
source. The study found that such coupons were not a major presence among these 22 news
sites. Discount ads, where discounters like Groupon pay the news organization to carry their ad,
made up more than 10% of the ads on only five sites. Of the three that used it the most, two
(the Toledo Blade and the LA Times) did so through their own discount programs. Yahoo News
was the other news site to rely heavily on this type of advertising, largely through Groupon.

•

Most of the news sites did not feature ads targeted to consumers based on their online
behavior. Just three of the 22—CNN, the New York Times and Yahoo News—employed high
levels of targeting, delivering different ads to the researchers based on that person’s recent
online activity. A handful of other sites had some limited targeting, mostly in the form of
smaller ads on internal news pages. For sites that do target their ads, the practice of erasing
one’s browser history, or “cookies,” had virtually no effect. The same level of targeting
occurred.

•

News organizations tend to rely most heavily on static banner ads. Rich media ads that make
use of techniques like popping up in the screen or animating the content in the ad are rare on
news sites. So too are video ads, one of the fastest growing types of ads on the Web. EMarketer

2

Users/Viewers of cable news do pay for their cable subscription through their cable bill, but they have no choice
to pay for a specific channel or not. A consumer does not have the choice to pay for MSNBC but not for Fox News.
In contrast they do have a choice to pay for the New York Times, or not to pay for it.
2
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predicts video advertisings will increase 43% in 2012 while static banner will grow just 18% and
is expected to level off as consumers are drawn to newer, more eye-catching formats. Yet static
banner ads remain the style most prevalent on these key news sites. 3
•

Even though search ads don’t appear on most news sites, Google’s advertising presence is still
strong there. A popular style of ad on these sites, accounting for 38% of all ads captured, is the
sponsored link box—small boxed-in ads that usually have between three and seven lines of text.
On most sites this box is powered by Google.

The study examined advertisements on the homepage and key inside landing pages (from the top five
stories on homepage) for a cross section of 22 different news operations. Researchers analyzed 5,381
ads. They examined the industry placing the ad, the style of ad and the relevant importance of discount
programs. The study also had different researchers visit the same news websites at the same time to
test whether one researcher received a different mix of ads from another. The outlets studied included
11 newspapers, four magazines, the three cable news outlets, the three commercial network broadcasts
and two online-only outlets, Yahoo News and The Huffington Post. 4 On the legacy platforms, ads were
pulled from the front section of the newspaper, the afternoon and evening cable news programs, the
morning and evening network news programs and one full issue of each magazine. Ads for newspapers
and television were captured between June 10 and June 15, 2011. Ads from magazines were captured
from the July 7 issue of each magazine. The corresponding websites were coded on the same day as the
traditional outlet. For example, if the CNN television shows coded aired on June 10, then CNN.com was
captured on the same date. On Jan. 27, 2012, PEJ researchers revisited each site to test for any new
evidence of targeting. The level of targeting was consistent with PEJ’s earlier findings. Two sites,
however, did show more targeting than in the earlier study: theatlantic.com and latimes.com. In
January, research showed that roughly 10% more of the ads were different between two users than in
the earlier research in 2011 – moving them from having virtually no targeting to mid-level on the inside
pages.

Who is Placing Ads
Who is buying ads on news sites? The answer reveals part of the trouble the news industry is having
findings its way in the new marketplace. Across these 22 news sites, the biggest single advertiser is the
news organization itself or its parent. Ads promoting the organization’s own products, known as “inhouse ads” in industry terms, accounted for 21% of the online ads studied—more than any category.
Most of this came from news sites tied to legacy print products—newspapers and magazines. And -they
advertised primarily subscription offers for their print product. There were also occasional ads for online

3

None of the sites studied produced video stories as one of the top five on the days studied. Therefore, there were
no actual pre-roll video ads (those embedded inside video stories). Instead, the video ads that appeared were
stand alone. Since the study, Yahoo News created a content partnership with ABC News which included plans to
feature more video amid Yahoo News’ top news stories.
4
The study covers the three network TV broadcasts but only two of the corresponding sites because NBC Nightly
News and MSNBC Today Show are both under msnbc.com.
3
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subscriptions (mainly for the tablet or e-reader), bundled print and digital subscriptions, and ads
promoting their Facebook pages and Twitter feeds.
While ads from the news organization itself accounted for the greatest percentage of ads, they did not
take up the most prime real-estate. Three quarters of these ads appeared on inside pages of the website
that one would get to by following a link on the homepage or a link sent by a friend to a direct news
story.

The magazine websites studied here (time.com, newsweek.com, economist.com and theatlantic.com)
ran the largest percentage of in-house ads, fully 50% overall, from economist.com at 40.1% on the low
end to time.com at 56% at the high end. In the print version of these magazines, by contrast, 10% of the
ads were promoting the magazine or its company (Time magazine 11%, The Economist 13%, Newsweek
4%, and The Atlantic’s print edition contained no self-promoting ads).
Newspapers contained the second-highest level of self-referencing advertising, 21% of the Web-based
ads versus 9% of their print ads. Here, though, the differences among the news organizations were
greater, and those differences did not seem connected to the reach of their audience. The newspaper
websites that used the most self advertising were the Wall Street Journal and the Toledo Blade (50%
and 40% respectively). The Wall Street Journal, incidentally, has the longest standing and steepest
paywall among any major news outlet. It has also been one of the most profitable digitally. A large part
of its audience has been paying for its online product since 1997 (more than a decade before the New
York Times would implement a much “softer” paywall strategy.)

4
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For both the Journal and the Blade, self promoting ads were largely nonexistent in their print versions,
accounting for just 5% of the ads in the first section of the Wall Street Journal print editions on the days
studied and none at all in the first section of the Toledo Blade.

On the other end of the spectrum were The Hour (a newspaper in Norwalk, Conn.) and the Arizona
Republic websites. In-house or self-referencing ads made up 6% of the online ads studied. The New York
Times website fell in the middle at 17%.
Self promotion ads were far less common on television websites, both network and cable. Foxnews.com
carried the most, 12%, while all others were in the single digits (CNN.com 5%, MSNBC.com 3%,
cbsnews.com 7% and abcnews.com 5.4%). The absence of these ads may have a lot to do with the lack
of direct subscriptions in these legacy genres, as cable television “subscriptions” are paid for in bulk
through the main cable provider.
For these print-related outlets, though, the heavy reliance on self-promoted ads could reflect two
different factors. First, the newspaper industry still relies on its print product for the vast majority of its
ad revenues. At the end of 2010 (the latest data available) fully 88% of overall newspaper revenue came
from the print product versus just 12% from the Web. 5 Thus news organizations may feel the need to
still push print or bundled subscriptions to their digital audiences.
Another phenomenon could be the inability of the industry to draw advertisers—and thereby ad
revenue—to their online space. These ads take the place of what would ideally be revenue from outside
companies interested in targeting the readers of these outlets. What the news organization gains is only
the revenue generated from individuals that act on the ads by purchasing the subscription. And research
shows, in general, very low rates of action from online ads. 6

5

Newspaper Association of America
Most research shows a click through rate on banner ads of below 1%; in this article from iMedia Connection the
rate is even lower at .2% or .3%. In another article about U.S. and EU click through rates from Smart Insights on
“display” advertising, which is a broader term than banner ads and could include the pop up ads you see in
YouTube videos, the number was about the same at .11%. What both these rates mean is that for every 1,000 ads
served only 1-3 people actually click on the ad. However, generalizing click through rates across different ad types
is almost impossible. For example, a study by eMarketer and TidalV.com found that the difference across different
6
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The Financial Industry is the Most Prevalent Buyer
of Ads on these News Websites
The second biggest category of advertising online was one that played a fairly small role for news in
legacy platforms, the financial industry. Ads for financial products or services accounted for 18% of all
Web ads captured, more than triple that of the next biggest category, toiletries and cosmetics (5%). And
on more than half of the sites, 12 out of 22, financial ads ranked first—above self-promotion.
Abcnews.com carried the greatest proportion of financial ads, 44.6%. Economist.com carried the
smallest (1.8%). Most of these financial ads were for products or services related to debt management
(credit cards, consumer loans) rather than for financial savings like investments and retail banking.

These numbers stand in contrast with the small role financial advertising plays in most of the legacy
platforms studied. Only magazines contained more financial industry advertising in their original
platform than online. The difference was most dramatic for cable TV outlets. Online, more than a

industries (automotive, entertainment, etc.) for click through rates on video ads could be as much as 45
percentage points, making an “average” rate for video ads meaningless.
6
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quarter of the ads studied (26%) came from the financial category (making it the largest one). On cable
news television, financial advertising was 9% (and ranked fifth). 7

Movies and entertainment, telecom, cars and insurance were all bigger.
Similar differences emerge in the Web versus legacy domains of the other news genres.
In print newspapers, clothing and accessories was the top category (at 17%) but ranked 18th on
newspaper websites (at only 2%). Close behind in print were house appliances (12% of the ads), which
online accounted for just 2%.
Financial ads ranked second both on the websites and in the print publications. Online, though, they
accounted for a greater percentage of the ads (17.1% versus 12.8%) and represented a wide range of
financial products, from home loans to credit cards to free checking accounts. And first on the websites
were the papers’ own ads.

7

This study captured ads at the following news programs: CNN Daytime, Situation Room, Anderson Cooper 360,
John King USA, In the Arena, MSNBC Daytime, Hardball, The Ed Show, The Last Word with Lawrence O’Donnell, The
Rachel Maddow Show, Fox News Daytime, Special Report with Bret Baier, O’Reilly Factor, Hannity, Fox Report with
Shepard Smith.
7
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When it came to network TV news, the heavy presence of the prescription drug industry on broadcast
did not carry over to the Web. This industry accounted for 16% of the ads on network morning and
evening news programs, but just half that on the Web. (NBC does not have its own Web counterpart but
shares the website of its cable sibling, MSNBC. That website, MSNBC.com, is included in the cable
sector.) The next three TV-based categories also carried far less presence on the websites. Financial
advertising dominated on the two broadcast TV websites, with more than three times the portion of ads
than the next biggest category, at 31.3%. On network TV shows financial ads were 10th at only 4.3%.

8
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Magazines contained a fair amount of financial advertising both online (6%) and in print (9%), but
differed in other ways. The largest category in print magazines was travel and hotels (at 16.7%) while on
websites these kinds of ads did not appear at all. Online the top category was in-house advertising,
taking up five times the ad space as in the print publications.

9
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The findings on ad categories suggest that for the time being, at least, the Web and the legacy
environments are different ad markets. What lies behind those differences is less clear. As Prof. Turow
commented, “Why don’t the mainstay print advertisers show up in this new environment?” Whatever
the reason, what comes with that is likely a heavier workload for the ad sales team responsible for
multiple platforms and reduced revenue for those that turn primarily to ad networks for online ad sales.

Online-only outlets
There were also three online-only outlets included in the sample: Google News, Yahoo News and The
Huffington Post (which is now also AOL’s official news channel).
Google News does not have any ads beyond in-house ads promoting its own products. Unlike on some
of the legacy news sites, its house ads were not for subscriptions and things users could purchase, but
rather for Google services like ways to “personalize” your Google News experience.
Yahoo News and The Huffington Post carried a full array of advertising. Their ads not only looked similar
to one another, but also to the category of ads that appeared on legacy news websites.

10
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Yahoo News and The Huffington Post contained few in-house ads promoting their companies, but
mirrored news websites from legacy media in other ways. On both sites, for instance, financial ads were
the largest category, accounting for more than a quarter of the ads on The Huffington Post (26%) and
17% on Yahoo News.
Ads from telecom and pharmaceuticals were also sizable categories. One area where The Huffington
Post stood out was in job search ads, which ranked second (14% of the ads captured).

Targeting
The customization or targeting of ads based on audience data is one of the newer ways to serve
advertisers interests—helping those selling goods to reach consumers perceived to be the most likely to
be interested in and thus to act on their ads. In targeted advertising, in other words, the ads one person
gets will differ from what another person receives, depending on their online purchase history, location
and/or personal habits, even if they click on the same website at essentially the same time.
The advertising industry has consistently suggested to digital publishers that offering more precise and
actionable information about their visitors will result in publishers’ ability to charge higher prices per
thousand impressions (CPMs) served. As Joe Turow shows in his new book, The Daily You, the huge
competition among publishers and advertising networks has tended to push down CPMs despite
continual increases in targeting publishers offer. As Turow notes, an entire ecosystem of organizations—
including supply-side platforms, yield optimizers and premium-publisher consortia—counteracts this
downward pricing spiral.
11
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To what extent have news organizations adopted the practice? And to what extent can users eliminate
the targeting by taking certain steps like clearing their “cookies,” a small text file that tracks and saves
the user’s behavior.
To try to answer this, researchers examined each website through multiple user identities.
Overall, only a handful of sites exhibited high levels of targeting. A few more had a moderate level of
targeting. Most showed no signs of targeting at all.
The study also found that for the sites that do target, the common step of removing cookies did not
eliminate the targeting.
Targeting can be built off of several different analytics, including cookies that follow users’ browsing
history, Web bugs 8 that allow advertisers to track customers remotely and a person’s Internet Protocol
(IP) address, which provides location and social media activity information. In this study, it was not
possible to control all of the bases for targeting ads; as a result, we controlled for one of the earliest and
most common methods and the one easiest to do as a consumer. 9 It involves clearing your browsing
history, cookies and cache. In most modern browsers this is a simple matter of clicking a button.

To do this, each website was coded by two researchers two different times: once through his or her
regular browser, which included the researcher’s internet history and cookies, and once using a “clean”
browser, in which all cookies, browsing history and cache were erased. 10 Researchers measured the
level of targeting that occurred through their regular (cookie-enabled) browsers.

8

Web bugs are 1x1 pixel pieces of code that allow advertisers to track customers remotely. Unlike a cookie, which
can be accepted or declined by a browser user, a Web bug arrives as just another GIF or other file object. It can
usually only be detected if the user looks at the source version of the page to find a tag that loads from a different
Web server than the rest of the page. http://searchsoa.techtarget.com/definition/Web-bug
9
An additional factor that could not be controlled for but could explain some of the differences on certain sites is
the fact that different websites serve ads in different ways. Some sites, like Yahoo News, rotate their ads
frequently and can change even as you are reading a story. CNN, on the other hand, generally doesn’t change its
ads even if you refresh the page.
10
For both kinds of visits researchers did not login through their online subscription or personal account.
12
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Overall, just three of the 22 sites exhibited high levels of targeting, defined here as at least 45% of the
ads were different from one user to the next. 11 (No more than 67% of the ads were different on any of
the sites studied.) Three other sites had medium levels of targeting where between 29% and 40% of the
ads were different across users. The majority, 15 of the 22 sites studied, involved minimal, if any, use of
targeted ads.
CNN, Yahoo News and The New York Times, all in the top 10 new websites in audience, had the highest
degree of targeting. Different users visiting from their regular computer were served different ads, and
the ads each received matched up with their recent online activity. For nytimes.com and CNN.com,
nearly half (47% and 45% respectively) of the ads were different for the two users. On Yahoo News the
targeting was even more prevalent; roughly two-thirds, 67%, of the ads differed for each person.

The ads that tended to be the same on these sites were the in-house ads, promoting the organization’s
own products. On nytimes.com, for example, all users received the same ad for a New York Times
subscription. They also received the same financial industry ads (all on the homepage). Beyond those,
however, all other ads were tailored to the user—both the number of ads and what ads they saw.
User 1, who regularly follows the communications industry, received 13 telecom ads across two visits;
User 2 saw only two telecom ads. User 1 also saw nine ads that dealt with schools and colleges (while
the other user saw two), and he received ads for Broadway tickets, which he was looking to purchase in
the past days. The second user instead saw ads on Hebrew classes, something for which she had been
searching recently, as well as for Delta airlines, on which she often travels. The ads served to each
person indicate not only a high level of targeting but also targeting very closely tied to interests and
activities. Similar levels of difference between the two users occurred on CNN.com and Yahoo.com.

11

In the recheck of the sites on Jan. 27, 2012, two sites, latimes.com and theatlantic.com, showed increased levels
of targeting. They moved from having virtually no targeting to mid-level targeting.

13
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On three other news websites, CBS, USA Today and MSNBC, the researchers encountered more
moderate levels of targeting. On usatoday.com, for example, both researchers received the same
financial ads (GE Capital and consumer refinance ads) and self-promotion ads (USA today subscription
options) more than any other ad. Some ads did differ, though. User 1 received ads for schools and
colleges (NYU and Cornell), consumer electronics (Casio and HTC), and cars (consumer auto source ads).
The ads that appeared for User 2 came primarily from broad private corporate companies (Cargill, Ebay
and UPS) as well as the communications (Verizon) and insurance (State Farm) industries.
On 15 more sites, researchers found only limited signs of targeting, 10% or less. For these, the top four
categories of ads were nearly identical from one user to the next. These news sites with lowest level of
targeting, if any at all, were local newspapers and magazines—especially the Toledo Blade, The Hour,
Joplin Globe and Newsweek.

14
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Once researchers identified the six sites with high and medium levels of targeting, they then took the
next step of seeing whether entering the site from a “clean” or unidentified browser made a difference.
In other words, did it negate the ability to target ads? The short answer is no. The most conventional
means for a user to opt out of tracking cookies proved ineffective here.
For all six of these sites, the advertisements the user received remained the same even after taking
steps to erase signs of their identity or history from the browser. On news.Yahoo.com, for example,
clearing a user’s history had no impact on the ads served, and those ads were very different across the
two users. User 1 repeatedly got ads by Kayak, a travel search engine, Verizon and Bank of America,
while User 2 saw ads by LivingSocial, Hyatt and TransUnion, one of the largest credit bureaus in the U.S.
In the case of CBS News, cookies also had no influence on the level of targeting. Each researcher got the
same ads whether entering through the cookie-enabled or cookie-stripped browser. Users kept getting
the same ads when they individually visited the site; however, when compared, the ads between the
two users were different. User 1 received health and medicine related ads from the Coleman Institute
and Everyday Lifestyles, regardless the usage of cookies and the kind of browser. These ads did not
appear for User 2, who instead saw prescription drug ads regarding joint relief and aging (Instaflex and
Proleva).

15
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One question that emerges is whether targeting has more or less natural appeal on some websites than
others. In other words, do national sites with their larger and more diverse audience pools lend
themselves more naturally than smaller sites to the benefits of ad targeting? On the Toledo Blade’s site,
for example, are there enough people to fit into different ad cohorts to make targeting worthwhile? The
sites with the higher levels of targeting were the larger more nationally oriented sites. At the same time,
though, that could just as likely be a function of greater in-house technical knowledge and resources to
spend developing the online ad system. It takes not only a diverse audience but also technical know-how
to establish these parameters.
Finally, on a few sites, there was evidence of another method of targeting—not according to users but
according to news story. On a number of occasions, there was a close relationship between the content
of the story and the ads displayed. For instance, on July 11, 2011, when The Atlantic online was studied,
there was a story entitled “The Navy’s Green Devices: Coming to a Store Near You?” which discussed
military green initiatives. The ads surrounding the story were by Shell and specifically promoted clean
energy and natural gas. Same case with the Arizona Republic, where the first story studied was about
Arizona’s Clean Car Program and most of the ads were by the automotive industry.

Use of Discount Sites/Coupons
If targeting online advertising is one potential method for news sites to get more revenue from online
ads, discount sites like Groupon or other similar services were seen as another possible revenue stream
for news.
The initial popularity of Groupon and then of competing discount sites like LivingSocial was seen by
many in the news business as a promising way to bring in new ad revenue. Several news organizations
even started their own coupon-style services to get a larger cut of potential revenue. But recent events,
such as lower-than-projected revenue in the third quarter for Groupon and LivingSocial and the troubled
IPO of Groupon, have cast doubts on whether these businesses will be as significant a revenue source in
the future as initially anticipated.
About half of the sites studied, 16 of the 22, carried some discount/coupon advertising. But on only five
did discount ads make up more than 10% of all the ads studied. For the most part, sites that created
their own discount programs tended to rely on these ads more.
16
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Among nationally oriented sites, Yahoo News carried the greatest percentage of discount/coupon
advertising, 15% of the ads studied. The majority of these were from the national services Groupon and
LivingSocial.
The other two sites with the highest use of discount advertising, the Toledo Blade and Los Angeles
Times, have created their own daily deal operations to compete with the national companies.
Proprietary programs offer obvious benefits for the sites. The site can retain all the revenue from these
kinds of ads rather than sharing part of each sale to the coupon partner. Second, the Toledo Blade and
Los Angeles Times already have a base of local advertisers with whom they have built relationships. They
may think they are better positioned than a company like Groupon to offer their customers more
relevant local deals. Finally, if they can make the case that they have a loyal readership in their
geographic area, they may also attract larger national brands that are looking for a more targeted daily
deal than Groupon can offer.
These were the only two sites in our sample that had tried their own daily deal style business, but they
are certainly not alone. Various papers now have their own Groupon-like services, such as Philly.com
(the website for the Philadelphia Inquirer), which has launched its own deals site called DealYo. DealYo’s
deals are for the Philadelphia area and cover a wide range of goods and services, from restaurants, to
museums, to local sporting events. NJ.com (a group website for a family of New Jersey-based
newspapers, including the Star-Ledger and The Times of Trenton) offers a similar deal site that is more
akin to traditional coupons.

17
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MSNBC had the most novel approach to this discount/coupon model. Rather than carrying ads for
coupons, it features a section of its website where users can see various products, from electronics, to
toys, to books and many other things, compared in price at different stories and online retailers.

The page, operated jointly with PriceGrabber.com, compares the price of the item across a few sites
and shows where the best deal is.

Format
Another major factor industry professionals consider critical in the future of digital revenue, beyond the
level of targeting, is the format of a digital ad. Some in the industry have high hopes for the growth of
video ads, for instance. By contrast, after a decade of the internet, some are skeptical about the future
of static banner advertising, ads that include text and some kind of unanimated image such as a
company logo or a photograph. The format can dramatically affect the price the news organization can
charge for the ad.
Paid search is the dominant form of advertising on the Web, but it does not naturally work well with
news content. (Paid search works by advertisers choosing to have their products associated with
keywords. In news this is a challenge because keywords that might appear in most news headlines do

18
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not normally also associate with product advertisements.) That leaves banner ads, classifieds, video and
rich media as the four main kinds of ads news sites can offer advertisers.
Banner ads, the oldest form of advertising on the internet, make up the second largest percentage of
ads on the internet (24% of total online advertising revenue). Going forward, most market analysts
expect banner ads will represent a smaller portion of online advertising than search, but the category is
still expected to grow. For instance, eMarketer predicts that banner ads will increase from $7.6 billion in
2011 to $11.7 by 2015, a bright spot for the news online.

In this sample, banner ads were by far the most common kind of ad on news sites, making up 46% of all
the ads on the news sites studied.

19
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Across these 22 news sites, that same tendency toward banner ads emerged; static banner ads made up
nearly half (46%) of all the ads on news websites. Some differences in the style of ads used did
emerge—mostly according to the legacy media genre, though individual sites did at times stand apart
from their media brethren.
Magazine websites relied on static banner ads most in this sample, where they accounted for nearly
60% of all the ads captured. Of the four magazines, The Atlantic website strayed from the use of banner
ads the most. On theatlantic.com rich media ads made up almost half the ads on the site, far more than
any of the other magazines.
Static banner ads were common across the newspaper sites studied. The three papers with the highest
percentage of these ads were: The Wall Street Journal (100%), The Toledo Blade (78%) and the Joplin
Goble (75%).
The Washington Post, on the other hand, relied on banner ads for just 18% of the ads studied. Instead,
the site used sponsored links far more than others, 66%. Two other national papers, USA Today and the
Los Angeles Times, also used sponsored links more than static banner ads.
And the website of the Connecticut newspaper The Hour created more than half of its ads as rich media
ads. The New York Times used rich media advertising the least, in only 12% of its advertising.
Video ads are still a relatively small part of the online ecosystem, accounting for just 7% of the total
online ad market based on the first three quarters of 2011 (behind search, banner and classifieds). But
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online research firms expect this kind of advertising to grow rapidly. EMarketer predicts that video ads
will grow 43% in 2012, by far the largest growth rate of any kind of ad. By 2015 eMarketer predicts that
video ads will be $7.11 billion, the third most lucrative kind of ad behind search and banner ads.
The news sites studied here, however, featured few video ads. None of the top stories were in a video
format, even on sites linked to television-based legacy media. As a consequence, there were no video
ads embedded within video content (called pre- or post-roll ads by the industry). Stand-alone video ads
were rare as well. They made up only 1.3% of ads on news websites studied. 12
They were most common on cable news websites, but they still made up only 2.5% of the ads. Video
ads made up even less on Network TV sites, 1.2% on cbsnews.com and less than 1% on abcnews.com.

Network TV websites favored two other types of ads more than the other sectors: sponsorship and
sponsored links. Sponsorship is where an article or section of a website is “brought to you by…”; these
types of ads made up 13.1% of the ads on network TV websites and only 1.8% on news websites overall.
Another style of ad is known as the sponsored link, which is a small, boxed-in ad that usually has
between three and seven lines of text. Sponsored links made up 37% of the ads on the news sites
studied—and about half (49%) of the ads on network TV sites. These ads are normally purchased
through Google or through the news site itself—and are much more likely to carry the Google brand.
When a news organization uses Google to power its sponsored links box, it is using the Google service
and sharing the revenue from the ad with Google. If a person clicks on a link in the sponsored links box,
Google shares a portion of the revenue with the news organization. Thus, even without search ads,
Google’s presence can be strong.
Where does that leave the news industry? In Prof. Turow’s words, “The data point out the disjuncture
between the historical nature of newspaper advertising and the direction it has taken in the digital age.
12

Since the study, Yahoo News created a content partnership with ABC News which included plans to feature more
video amid Yahoo News’ top news stories.
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It is a topic that those in the newspaper industry are probably aware of—and certainly need to be.” For
more on the digital advertising landscape, Professor Turow’s essay that accompanies this report
provides a broader look.
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Methodology
The study, Digital Advertising and News, contains two main elements: The central research study
conducted and written in-house by PEJ researchers and an accompanying essay by Professor Joseph
Turow, Ph.D., Robert Lewis Shayon Professor of Communication at the University of Pennsylvania’s
Annenberg School for Communication. Professor Turow is an expert in media fragmentation and author
of several books including the newly released, The Daily You: How the New Advertising Industry is
Defining Your Identity and Your Worth. Professor Turow’s full bio is below.
For the main research study, the primary PEJ staff members working on the report were research
analyst Katerina-Eva Matsa, research analyst Kenny Olmstead and Deputy Director Amy Mitchell. Sovini
Tan helped conduct the research. Dana Page, communications and creative design manager, managed
publicity. Tricia Sartor created the visuals and Molly Rohal copy edited the report.
The Universe
Digital Advertising and News analyzed 5,381 advertisements on the main websites and legacy outlets of
22 different news organizations-including national and local newspapers, broadcast, and online media.
The outlets were built off of the list that PEJ regularly monitors for its weekly News Coverage Index. i See
the table below for the outlets, programs and web addresses.
Capture and Phase I Coding
The initial phase of coding measured the mix of advertisement and style of ads across both traditional
media and their website counterparts. For one week in June 2011 three coders from PEJ coded a mix of
ads in each outlet according to the following schedule:
Legacy outlets: For Cable and Network TV, each show being studied was captured and coded one day
during the week of June 28thth-July 1st, 2011. Newspapers followed the same pattern. The full print
edition of each paper was coded by one coder on one day of the same week.
For the news magazines which do not publish daily, the timing was slightly differently. For The Atlantic, a
monthly publication, the June/July issue was coded. For the Economist, Newsweek, and Time Magazine
the week of June 28thth-July 1stwas coded.
All ads appearing within the program or publication were captured and coded.
Websites: The websites for Network TV, Cable TV and Newspapers were coded on the same day that
the traditional outlet was coded. For news magazines the corresponding week was coded. (For the
Atlantic only June 29th which was the Wednesday of the week of June 28thth-July 1st was coded, despite
the magazine covering all of June/July in its print edition.) For the website of each outlet the homepage
and the first five stories on the site were coded.
Each ad that was captured according to the criteria above, was coded for the following variables:
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Broad Topic of the story associated with the article- Determines the type of broad topic categories
addressed by a story such as crime, education, economy, etc.
Placement- Designates where ads are located within a publication, on a website, or within a broadcast.
The location reflects whether an ad is in the front page of a publication and website or the pages
connected to the news stories. Also, the location reflects whether the ad is in the first, second etc.
natural break of the broadcast.
Size/Type of the Ad- this code determined the size or length of the ad. For newspapers it was how much
of the page the ad took up, full page ad, half page, etc. For broadcast ads it was the length of the ad, 30
seconds or more than 30 seconds. For online ads it reflected the location of the ad, including if the ad
was a pop up ad or a roll down ad (also referred to as the window shade ad).
Format of the ad- this applied only to online ads and it determines the type of online ad, static banner,
rich media, video, sponsored ads or sponsored link boxes.
Ad category- this variable reflects what the ad was for, for example an ad for a car would be coded as
“automotive”.
Company name- determines the name of the company in the advertisement.
Ad describer- Here the coder inputs a short description (approximately 5-15 words) of the content of
each ad. The purpose of these describers is to examine whether an industry would use different ads for
targeted audience.
Discount ad- Designates whether Groupon or other similar ads or coupon offers appear.
Part of an advertorial- applies only to magazines. This code determined whether the ad was part of an
advertorial—an advertorial is a multi-page ad in a magazine that is formatted like a story but is
sponsored by a specific product and the “story” is really about the product and not produced by the
publication.
Phase II Coding:
The second phase of coding was to determine the level of targeting for online ads. For this phase each
website was coded by two separate coders. Each coder coded the site 2 times, for a total of 4 passes on
each site.
For the first round of coding on a site a coder would use the regular web browser he or she uses to surf
the internet on a daily basis. For the second phase the coder would use a “clean” browser, or one where
the cookies/history/cache was cleared and the coder was signed out from any personal accounts, such
as Google, email and/or subscription accounts. In addition in the second phase the
cookies/history/cache was cleared every time before a new site was coded. The purpose of this was to
determine the level of targeting each site has. By clearing the cookies/history/cache, PEJ was attempting
to control for the most common ways in which sites target.
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In order to determine the level of targeting the researchers applied three steps:
a) For each website the researchers classified the ad categories that appeared for each user (both
when the users used a “clean” browser or their own). Then, the researchers compared the ad
categories between the two users and also those that appeared for the same user when coded
through different browsers. In the case that the top four ad categories were identical for both
users regardless of clearing their cookies/history cache, those websites were identified as low or
no signs of targeting. In the case, that the ad categories were somewhat different, then the
researcher employed an additional step.
b) The researchers compared the ads that appeared for each user, according to the following
variables: company name and ads describers. The ads that did not appear in both users were
classified as different. The researchers calculated the percentage of the different ads out of the
total number of ads that users received. The higher the level of “difference” the higher the
targeting.
c) Finally, throughout the process the researchers kept personal notes in regards to the ads that
they came across. They identified the ads that seemed targeted based on their browsing history
and then compared those specific ads to each other, to determine whether the other user also
received those ads.
Targeting Follow Up
On January 27th, 2012 PEJ researchers revisited each site to check the levels of targeting. To do this 2
researchers went to each site using their regular browser and took screen shots of the homepage and
the top five stories. Then the ads on each page were compared between the 2 researchers to determine
if the level of targeting had changed. In general PEJ found that the level of targeting had not changed on
the news sites studied, only two sites (latimes.com and theatlantic.com) showed slightly higher levels of
targeting.
Outlets/Shows Coded
Cable TV

5 p.m.
6 p.m
7 p.m
8 p.m.
9 p.m.
10 p.m.
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CNN

Fox News

MSNBC

Situation Room
John King, USA
Erin Burnett OutFront
Anderson Cooper 360
-----------

-----Special Report w/Bret Baier
Fox Report w/ Shephard Smith
The O'Reilly Factor
Hannity
------

-----PoliticsNation
Hardball
The Ed Show
The Rachel Maddow Show
------
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Newspapers
The New York Times
USA Today
The Wall Street Journal
The Los Angeles Times
The Washingtonpost
The Hour
The Toledo Blade
Online Outlets
Yahoo News
Google News
HuffingtonPost.com
MSNBC.com
CNN.com
FoxNews.com
NYTimes.com
LATimes.com
USAToday.com
WashingtonPost.com
ABCNews.com
CBS.com
Wall Street Journal Online
Thehour.com
Toledoblade.com
Atlanta Journal Constitution Online
The Arizona Republic
St. Augustine Record
Time,com
Newsweek.com
TheAtlantic.com
TheEconomist.com
Network TV (Seven in all, Mon-Fri)
Morning shows - Code1 or 2 out of 3 every day
ABC - Good Morning America
CBS - Early Show
NBC - Today
Evening news
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ABC - World News Tonight
CBS - CBS Evening News
NBC - NBC Nightly News
Magazines
Time
Newsweek
The Atlantic
The Economist
i

One site in that mix, MSNBC.com, is the web identity for both MSNBC and NBC. The study includes MSNBC.com as
the counterpoint to MSNBC cable rather than NBC.
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